Temple Beth Am Presents

Bruce Benson's

The Rock Service

Performed by
The Temple Beth Am Youth and Adult Choirs
accompanied by
Cantor Bruce Benson and Tsur Yisrael
with special performances by:
Clarence Clemons and Kenny G

Jupiter Florida
Dear Friends:

At the time this CD was recorded, my family and I had been in Jupiter 6 months, almost to the day. It has been a whirlwind half a year so far. I couldn’t pick a better way to end 2007 and my first six months here at Temple Beth Am, than to see this CD come to fruition.

Many said it couldn’t be done; the kids would never be ready. But this is a great group of kids – they are OUR kids, and they were ready for the challenge. They have worked as hard as any group I have seen in my travels around the country during the 2+ decades that the ROCKSERVICE has been performed in synagogues across the country.

I have never been more proud of a group of kids. They have recorded this CD in an afternoon, readied themselves for a concert, and even added in a song on Friday night.

While a great debt of gratitude is owed to the adults who jumped into the boat with me to make this series of events float...

I thank each of our kids for allowing me to continue to prove that while this “prayer thing” is hard to get right, it can be done. As the Torah says: “and a little child shall lead them”. Put the joy of prayer and of living back into your heart. Whatever caused us as adults to let go of the joy – take it back. It was always ours. Our children will show us the way today. Let them take your hand and show you, and lead you. Go for the ride.

Your Jewish life depends on it – and so does theirs.

Cantor B.
The Players

TSUR YISRAEL (ROCK OF ISRAEL):
JOE BORGES: BASS, VOCALS
JOHN CAFARO: KEYBOARDS
JOE LICINSKI: DRUMS, VOCALS
KATIE PEARLMAN: PERCUSSION

THE RELIGIOUS SCHOOL YOUTH CHOIR &
THE TEMPLE BETH AM ADULT CHOIR

CANTOR B: GUITAR, PIANO, VOCALS

AND AN EXTRAORDINARY PERFORMANCE BY:

CLARENCE CLEMONS
OF THE E-STREET BAND,
WHO HEARD THE HEALING PRAYER AND WANTED TO BE A PART OF IT..

V'SHAMRU: SAX PART PERFORMED BY: KENNY G
(V'shamru performance from: The Jazz Service, written and recorded by Bruce Benson & Kenny G)

Recorded and mastered by: Joe Borges, Sanctuary Productions.
Choirs recorded live December 8, 2007, Temple Beth Am, Jupiter Florida
Additional recording: Echo Beach Studios, Jupiter Florida.
CD Layout: Granat Design 561.799.4880
The RockService Songsheet
(words if you want them)

L'cha Dodi
L'cha Dodi likrat kala, p'nay Shabbat
n'kab'lah (2x)

When the Cantor tells you (after the slow part),
you sing:
Bow-ee kala, bow-ee kala
UNTIL he motions for you to sing:
L'cha Dodi likrat kala, p'nay Shabbat
n'kab'lah (2x)
With the big ending!! (N'kab'lah)
2 more times.

Bar'chu
Cantor Sings:
Bar'chu et Adonai ham'vorach
You sing:
Baruch Adonai hamvorach l'olam va'ed.

Sh'ma
Sh'ma Yisrael (Sh'ma Yisrael)
Adonai elo-haynu (Adonai elo-haynu)
Adonai echad (Adonai echad)
Count silently 2,3,4 then SING very loudly:
SH'MA!!!
The RockService Songsheet (cont.)

**V’ne’emar**
*CANTOR:* V’neh-eh-mar, vih ha-yah Adonai, L’melech al kol ha-aretz.
*YOU GUYS:* V’neh-eh-mar, vih ha-yah Adonai, L’melech al kol ha-aretz.

*All:* Bayom ha-hu, baym hahu, yih’yeh Adonai echad (2x)

**NOW THE BAND PLAYS: WHEN YOU COME BACK IN, YOU SING:**
Bayom ha-hu, baym hahu, yih’yeh Adonai echad (2x)

**THEN IMMEDIATELY!!!!!! GO BACK TO:**
V’neh-eh-mar, vih ha-yah Adonai, L’melech al kol ha-aretz. (2x)
Bayom ha-hu, baym hahu, yih’yeh Adonai echad (2x)

**Adonai Li**
Adonai li, v’lo ee-rah (3x)
B’yah-do af-keed-ruchee,
B’yet ee-shan vih’ah’eerah.
V’eeem ruchee, gih’vee’yah’tee.

**Bless this House**
Amen, Amen,
May God bless this house with love
Amen, Amen May God bless this house, Amen.

**Select Youth Chorus:**
Bless Our lives,
our children and our families,
Bless all of those who have lost their way.
Give peace to all who seek a world of beauty,
Give blessings God to all these today.

**Let the Earth Rejoice/ Shehecheyanu**
*Choirs:* Let the earth rejoice
and the heavens be glad-tonight! (4x)

**Cantor B:** Baruch ata Adonai Eloheynu,
Melech ha-olam,
Shehecheyanu vih-key-yah-mah-nu,
vih’hih’gee’yah’nu Laz’man hah’zeh (4x)
Shehecheyanu vih-key-yah-mah-nu,
vih’hih’gee’yah’nu Laz’man hah’zeh.
Amen.
Let the earth rejoice
and the heavens be glad-tonight! (4x)
We Gratefully Acknowledge Our Sponsors & Donors:

**Platinum**
- Carlstrom Family Chiropractic Center
- Alec & Dottie Wisch

**Gold**
- Marc & Tina Shuldiner & Family
- Matt and Tammy Stohlman & Family
- Brud & Jean Tarsches
- TBA Sisterhood
- TBA Men's Club

**Silver**
- Hal & Debbie Baseman
- Maureen & Bruce Cohen & Family
- Steve, Liz and Zoe Denmark
- Dr. Thomas & Janet Dwork & Family
- Bruce & Terry Frank & Family
- Edith & Seymour Kaplan
- David & Barbara Levy & Family
- Dr. Itzhak Shasha & Family
- Mark & Debbie Smith & Family
- Dr. Jason Wanuck

**Bronze**
- The Ballin Family
- The Bell Family
- The Berkley Family
- Marc & Roseann Cherenson & Family
- Mitchell & Lei Cohen & Family
- Tyler, Cassidy & Joshua Coliskey
- Howard & Tracey Freedland & Family
- Herb & Marge Gildenhorn
- Kyle and Dyann Gormezano & Family
- Mike, Elyse, Rachel and Jared Greenfeld
- Jerry & Sharon Holinstat
- Dr. & Mrs. Henry Katz and Benjamin
- The Kaufmans- Erin, Jason, Alicia, Kerri & Jeff
- Amy, Alex, Sheri & Jim Kovalsky
- The Levin Family
- Alan & Krayna Levit
- Lew & Jennifer Minsky & Family
- Neil and Barbara Primack & Family
- David & Stacy Reich & Family
- Arnold & Rosalie Snyder
- Larry, Mary, Beth & Kerry Stern
- Steven & Anita Tuber
- Jim & Leona Usher

We humbly apologize if any of our kind sponsors were inadvertently left off of this list. Please bring it to our attention so we may be sure the omission doesn’t occur again.

Thank You
Our most sincere thanks are extended to the following for their support of this CD by donating products or services:

**Bruce Cohen - Nutrition World**
2568 PGA Blvd, Palm Beach Gardens
561-626-4377

**Gym 24-7**
2525 Military Trail, Jupiter
561-745-6441

**Atlantic Arts Academy**
6743 West Indiantown Road, Jupiter
561-575-4422

**Richard Schwartz - Ravenco**

**Volunteers:**
Judi Ackerman • Sharon Amrose • Debbie Baseeman • Ruth Benson • Susan Benson •
Terri Berryman • Jen Boss • Joy Brenner • Bruce Cohen • Giselle Cohen • Liz Denmark •
Holly Fisher • Jason Fisher • Shawna Flanagan • Terry Frank • Mindy Golden • Barbara Goldman-Primack • Amy Green • Elyse & Mike Greenfeld • Michael Idlis • Linda & Henry Katz • Jim Kovalsky • Ruti Lifshitz • Michelle Locke • Connie Pearl • Stacy & David Reich •
Leslie Renemmo • Tammy Stohlman • Risa Voorhees • Harvey White
Cantor B wishes to thank:

The committee who jumped in to guarantee the success of this program, especially Tammy Stohlman, Judi Ackerman and the Religious School Committee, Rabbi Alon, the Temple Board of Directors, and all who made sure this was the amazing event it was. A very special thanks to Bruce Schwack, who brought this music to the Big Man, and made his performance on this disc possible.

Photography
Liz Denmark Photos 561-346-6470 • David Randell Photographics 561-630-7074

Performers
Kindergarten: Rebecca Boss • Shayne Brothers • Alexandra Cherenson • Brielle Cohen • Bennett Freedman • Gabriel Gormezano • Alicia Kaufman • Alexander Malkin • Jessica Minsky • Danielle Wilner • 1st Grade: Michael Golden • Hanna Hilcoff • Joseph LaBovick • Hannah Levin • Zoe Primack • Jacob Seidman • Olivia Shasha • Justin Stohlman • 2nd Grade: Jared Amrose • Sam Baker • Noah Berman • Cassidy Coliskey • Steven Frank • Benjamin Katz • Noa Kroyter • Annie Levitt • Maya Levkovitz • Ben Lubarsky • Kayla Prolow • Megan Randell • Sabrina Wilner • 3rd Grade: Seth Ackerman • Jared Freedland • Amanda Gelman • Jason Kaufmann • Emily Locke • Cayla Manoff • Emily Minsky • Haley Rothman • Alex Stohlman • Connor Voorhees • Abigail White • 4th Grade: Julia Acker • Elizabeth Ballin • Bradley Cohen • William LaBovick • Oliver Levy • Dylan Lyons • 5th Grade: Joshua Ackerman • Alison Bell • Michael Benson • Laurie Cohen • Tyler Coliskey • Rachel Greenfeld • Brittany Grogins • Louis Jenks • Erin Kaufmann • Jake Locke • Jordan Reich • Ben Weiss • Jared White • Seth White • 6th Grade: Hannah Baldwin • Max Boord • Sarah Diamond • Phillip Frank • Sarah Golden • Amy Kovalsky • Hannah LaBovick • Rachel Leder • Brandon Manoff • Teddy Pearl • Lily Shrayber • Michael Shuldiner • Max Stein • Katherine Weiss • 7th Grade and Older: Gabriella Cohen • Jared Greenfeld • Hayley Henderson • Hailey Shuldiner

Adult Choir
Debbie Baseaman • Debbie Carr • Carol Carswell • Bob Feller • Holly Fisher • Marge Gildenhorn • Sharon Holinstat • Paul Ivice • Edie Kaplan • Jason O'Connor • Joetta Schneider
A Personal Note...

As a congregant, Board Member, and parent, I want to thank Cantor Bruce for sharing his Rock Service with our children. He not only believed in them, but pushed them to perform their best, both for the CD recording, and the concert the next day. I applaud him for his unrelenting strength to get through the rough times and ensure that this CD is the best Rock Service recorded yet. Our children love to sing, and now they have something to sing about. This CD is truly amazing! — Tammy Stohlman

Thanks for Your Support

Temple Beth Am Religious School Faculty
Temple Beth Am Men's Club
Temple Beth Am Sisterhood
The Rock Service
Written and produced by Bruce Benson

L'CHA DODI
Sponsored by: The LaBovick Family

BAR'CHU
Sponsored by: The Frank Family

SH'MA
Sponsored by: Genesis Dermatology/Physicians Choice Laser Center of Jupiter

MI CHAMOCHA
Sponsored by: The Seidman Family

V'SHAM'RU
Sponsored by: Seacrest Florida Properties/Colleen Cooley 561-747-7717
Sax Solo: Kenny G (from the CD: The Jazz Service)

SHALOM RAV
Sponsored by: Harvey White & Kids

BLESS THIS HOUSE
Sponsored by: The Slifkin Family
Youth Voice: Michael Benson

BETTER WORLD
Sponsored by: Emily Sandquist & Family

THE HEALING PRAYER
Sponsored by: Gym 24-7
Sax Solo: Clarence Clemons

V'NE'EMAR
Sponsored by: Anonymous

ADONAI LI
Sponsored by: The Baseman & Ragofsky Families

LET THE EARTH REJOICE/SHEHECHEYANU
Sponsored by: Laurie, Michael & Rebecca Toback
In memory of Spencer Kurtz, beloved father & grandfather
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